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Six stations of Downtown
Line to open on Dec 22

Review panel
proposes new
Insolvency Act

Households near
MRT stations less
likely to own
cars: survey

Committee puts up
97 proposals to
clarify, update laws

By SAMUEL EE
samuelee@sph.com.sg
THE first stage of the Downtown Line will open on
Dec 22 and, it seems, not a
moment too soon in the effort to make public transport a choice mode, as a
survey reveals that car ownership for households near
MRT stations is lower than
for those further away.
Transport Minister Lui
Tuck Yew unveiled this yesterday when he launched
the Land Transport Master
Plan 2013 at the opening of
the Singapore International
Transport Congress and Exhibition.
The 42-kilometre Downtown Line is being built in
three stages and will be Sin-

gapore’s longest, fully underground driverless train
system when it opens completely in 2017. The first
stage comprises six stations – Bugis, Promenade,
Bayfront, Downtown, Telok
Ayer and Chinatown.
As a medium-capacity
rapid transit system, it allows direct access from the
central business district
and new developments in
the Marina Bay area to
north-western and eastern
Singapore.
This Master Plan is an
update of the one announced in 2008 and retains the central aim of
making public transport a
choice mode.
For 2013, Mr Lui said
that efforts have been intensified and significantly
more resources invested to
improve the quality of public transport along three
thrusts – by creating “More

Connections”, by providing
“Better Service”, and by
supporting a “Liveable and
Inclusive Community”.
Regarding the first
thrust, More Connections,
the minister reiterated that
the rail network will double
to 360 km by 2020, with
four in five homes expected
to be within a 10-minute
walk of a train station.
“For households within
800 metres of a train station, public transport usage
is about 12 percentage
points higher than those living two km and farther,”
said Mr Lui, adding that
there is a multiplier effect
in having a denser and
more connected rail network, “with every addition
to the network increasing
the overall attractiveness of
taking the train, and increasing the likelihood of
switching people from cars
to public transport”.
“We saw evidence of

this with the opening of the
Circle Line,” he said.
Mr Lui said that Singapore has made good
progress on the Master
Plan in the past five years.
“Our peak-hour public
transport mode share has
since increased to 63 per
cent in 2012,” he said, citing the Household Interview Travel Survey 2012.
The figure was 59 per
cent in 2008 and reverses a
downward trend since the
survey was first conducted
in 1997.
“Interestingly, more
higher-income commuters
appear to be choosing public transport.”
Based on the survey, individuals with monthly incomes above $8,000 taking
peak period public transport rose to 28 per cent
from 23 per cent in 2008.
Other key findings from
the survey, in which 10,000
households took part, in-

clude the 14 per cent increase in trips made on public transport as a whole,
with train trips growing
from 1.7 million daily in
2008 to 2.3 million in 2012,
a 35 per cent jump.
Daily bus trips also
grew, from 3.1 million trips
in 2008 to 3.2 million in
2012.
As for changes in private car ownership patterns, the survey revealed
that the growth in private
vehicle trips slowed significantly to 9 per cent from
2008 to 2012, compared to
29 per cent from 2004 to
2008. This was partly a result of a slower increase in
the car population.
During this period, the
car population was still
growing faster than the resident population, resulting
in more households owning
cars now than before.
In 2012, 46 per cent of
households owned cars, up

Mr Lui: The rail network
will double to 360 km by
2020
from 40 per cent in 2008
and 38 per cent in 2004.
But car ownership for
households near MRT stations is seen to be lower.
For households within
400 metres of an MRT station, only 39 per cent own
cars, compared with 55 per
cent for households that
are more than 1.8 km from
a station.
Land Transport Authority chief executive Chew
Hock Yong said: “The findings of the latest survey reaffirm that our policies under the inaugural Land
Transport Master Plan in
2008 are on the right
track.”

Widening spectrum: Preparations underway for the summit which Singapore says will offer Asean the chance to widen and deepen ties with its dialogue partners.
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Asean to discuss development of Post-2015 Vision
By CHUANG PECK MING
peckming@sph.com.sg
THE Asean leaders meeting
at their 23rd summit starting in Brunei tomorrow will
do more than just take
stock of the progress made
to realise an Asean Community in 2015.
With less than two years
to go to this common goal,
the talks will also turn to
what is to happen next.
A Singapore Ministry of
Foreign Affairs statement
issued on the eve of Prime
Minister Lee Hsien Loong’s
arrival for the summit said
the leaders would discuss
the development of the
Post-2015 Vision.
Mr Lee, who will arrive

this evening from Bali,
where he is attending the
meeting of Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation leaders,
will be accompanied by
Foreign Affairs Minister
K Shanmugam and Environment and Water Resources Minister Vivian
Balakrishnan.
Mr Shanmugam told
Singapore reporters last
night in an e-mail that the
leaders would authorise “a
process to map out the
(Post-2015) Vision”. A
working group has been set
up to hammer out the details of how an Asean Community may operate – and
what its goals post-2015
should be.

SINGAPORE ROUNDUP
ICES, Kitech ink MOU
to promote research
A*STAR’S Institute of
Chemical and Engineering
Sciences (ICES) has inked
a memorandum of
understanding with the
Korea Institute of
Industrial Technology
(Kitech) to promote joint
research and collaboration
in the field of sustainable
chemicals. Researchers
from both countries will
embark on joint academic
meetings, symposia and
R&D projects. It builds on
the collective research
expertise in chemical and
bio-catalysis areas, for the
development of green and
novel bio-based chemicals
and polymers. The
bio-renewable chemicals
industry offers a valuable
economic opportunity for
Singapore and South
Korea to maintain their

advantage as leading
chemical hubs, said ICES
in a statement.

CFA S’pore launches
Code of Conduct
CFA Singapore has
launched a 28-page Code
of Conduct for Investment
Committees (IC Code), a
set of guidelines on best
investment practices for
those outside the financial
industry with fiduciary
duties over funds. The
code was launched last
Friday at a seminar
organised by CFA
Singapore and the CFA
Institute at Capital Tower.
CFA Singapore has also set
up the Investment
Committee Volunteer
Register to encourage
charterholders to
volunteer as investment
committee members or
advisers for non-profit
organisations.

On the economic front,
some 80 per cent of the
groundwork for an Asean
Community has been
cleared – though some remaining non-tariff barriers
may prove harder to remove.
Asean leaders are also
expected to adopt the terms
of reference for a High-Level Task Force which will
focus on boosting the
Asean Secretariat.
After having failed to
reach a common stand last
year in Cambodia over
worsening maritime disputes with China in the
South China Sea, Asean has
restored a semblance of unity – and credibility – under

Brunei’s leadership this
year.
Mr Shanmugam noted
that some progress had
been made last month on a
Code of Conduct in the
South China Sea; senior officials of Asean and China
held the first official consultations on the matter.
With US President
Barack Obama kept away
by a government shutdown
at home, Asean’s push for a
Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership with
close neighbours China,
Australia, India, Japan,
South Korea and New Zealand should make further
headway at the two-day
summit.

On the other hand, Mr
Shanmugam said he believed that the US leader’s
presence “would have been
symbolically important in
signalling US global leadership, including its rebalancing policy towards AsiaPacific”.
“It would have been important to advance many of
our common objectives that
are also helpful to the US,
like the Trans-Pacific Partnership,” he added.
Mr Shanmugam said the
summit would offer Asean
the chance to widen and
deepen ties with its dialogue partners, especially
when leaders such as Australian Prime Minister Tony
Abbot, Chinese Premier Li

Keqiang and South Korean
President Park Geun-hye
will be attending the postsummit meetings for the
first time.
Then there is also the
matter of the haze. Although the issue concerns
only Indonesia, Malaysia
and Singapore, Mr Shanmugam said it is important for
Asean’s credibility “to be
seen to be addressing haze
at the highest levels, among
the leaders”.
Asean environment ministers have agreed to propose to the leaders to adopt
the Asean Haze Monitoring
System. In the next two
days, the summit is expected to yield some results on
the haze problem.

More Japanese firms moving to S-E Asia
Trend is likely to continue
even if the Japanese
economy improves: Kroll
By MALMINDERJIT SINGH
msingh@sph.com.sg
THERE has been double-digit growth
in Japanese companies moving to
South-east Asia to capitalise on opportunities there, according to Kroll Advisory Solutions (Kroll).
This trend is likely to continue
even if the Japanese economy improves, due to weak fundamentals domestically, said Tadashi Kageyama,
senior managing director and head of
Kroll’s Asia operations, including Japan.
“Moreover, no one is projecting
more than 3 per cent growth for the
Japanese economy and on a
long-term scale the fundamentals are
disappointing. For example, the population is shrinking with 25 per cent of
the population aged 64 and above, so
it is not really an attractive market especially for the consumer product
companies,” said Mr Kageyama.

While Japanese corporates may
have one eye on their domestic economy, they may be more focused on
growing globally to look for opportunities. South-east Asia is a natural
choice, he reckoned, because Japanese businesses have been in the region for a while and familiarity is a
plus point.
Japanese companies are also attracted by the rapid growth of
South-east Asia’s economies in recent
years, as well as the potential for
growth for at least another decade or
more.
Political factors, too, influence the
pull towards South-east Asia.
“In addition to the macroeconomic
reasons against having a production
facility in China, there is also a diplomatic dispute with China and tension
between the two countries makes it
very difficult as the volume of business between China and Japan has
dropped by almost 40 per cent since
the (Senkaku/Diaoyu) island dispute
and no one can predict if this is going
to bounce back. So some Japanese
businesses are shutting in China and
moving to South-east Asia,” ex-

plained Mr Kageyama.
In addition, many South-east
Asian economies, such as Indonesia
and Malaysia, have transformed
themselves from resource centres to
large consumer markets.
“Japanese companies are also concerned that they have lost the competition in other emerging markets to the
Koreans or the Chinese, places like
Brazil for instance, because the Japanese companies did not have the right
strategy to think ahead in these markets. They are changing this mentality quite dynamically when it comes to
South-east Asia,” he said.
Decentralisation is a key plank in
the expansion of Japanese firms to
the region, with more senior management being sent to be based here so
that decisions are more quickly taken
on the ground as opposed to coming
from headquarters in Tokyo.
In order to expand to new markets
in South-east Asia, such as Cambodia, Myanmar and Vietnam, more
Japanese companies will move more
of their operations to Singapore to
make it a key hub, creating more jobs
here, Mr Kageyama said.

By NISHA RAMCHANDANI
nishar@sph.com.sg
THE Insolvency Law Review Committee has proposed enacting a New Insolvency Act, which will consolidate and update key areas of Singapore’s laws pertaining to personal bankruptcy and corporate insolvency as well as establish
common principles and procedures.
The committee, chaired
by Rajah & Tann managing
partner Lee Eng Beng, was
appointed by Minister for
Law K Shanmugam in December 2010 to review the
existing bankruptcy and
corporate insolvency systems.
Major recommendations, compiled into a report by the committee, involve housing the bankruptcy and corporate insolvency regimes under one legislation for easier access and
greater clarity as well as
better co-ordination between the different insolvency systems. Currently,
most of the statutory provisions in relation to insolvency law are found in the Companies Act and the Bankruptcy Act, the report noted.
The committee suggested the UK Insolvency Act as
a benchmark, with other
relevant jurisdictions such
as Hong Kong and Australia to be taken into account
where appropriate.
Other proposals were
aimed at boosting Singapore’s attractiveness as a
corporate restructuring
hub such as by adopting
the United Nations Commission on International Trade
Law’s (UNCITRAL) Model
Law on cross-border insolvency, and doing away with
ring-fencing in the winding

up of foreign companies (except in certain circumstances).
The report also said the
New Insolvency Act should
come up with a unified set
of procedures for proofs of
debt, given that the current
law on proofs of debt is “inconsistent” and “archaic”.
A total of 97 recommendations have been made by
the committee.
“It is important that our
insolvency regime keeps
pace with the increasing
scale, complexity and
cross-border nature of modern businesses,” said Mr
Lee. “The committee hopes
that its report and recommendations will act as a
roadmap for an update of
Singapore’s insolvency law
regime under a consolidated insolvency legislation, to
ensure the regime remains
robust, effective and fair in
the modern commercial
context.”
The committee, which
consulted stakeholders and
associations such as the
Monetary Authority of Singapore and the Association
of Banks in Singapore for
the report, submitted the report to the Ministry of Law
on Oct 4.
“MinLaw welcomes the
report, and will carefully
consider the committee’s
recommendations as well
as the issues raised,” MinLaw said in a press release.
It is requesting feedback
on the committee’s report
between now and Dec 2.
The consultation papers
can be viewed at
www.mlaw.gov.sg and
www.reach.gov.sg.
Feedback can be submitted either in hardcopy or
via email to the Community
Legal Services Division of
the Ministry of Law at 100
High Street, #08-02 The
Treasury,
Singapore
179434. Fax: 63328842,
email:
MLAW_Consultation@mla
w.gov.sg

Fastacash receives
US$3m funding,
launches in UK
By JACQUELYN CHEOK
jaccheok@sph.com.sg
FASTACASH, a Singapore-based social payments company, has received US$3 million in Series A funding from investors Jungle Ventures,
SPRING SEEDS Capital and
Funding the Future (FTF).
It officially launched its
global social payments platform in the UK yesterday at
Money2020, an annual
event held at Las Vegas for
emerging payments and financial services.
It will partner UK-based
cross-border remittance
service provider VFX Financial PLC to allow users in
the UK to send money to
M-Pesa account holders or
any bank account holders
in Kenya across social networks.
Fastacash’s platform is
the first in the world that allows individuals or companies to transfer monetary
value (money, electronic
coupons or airtime) along
with digital content (photos, videos or audio messages) over social networks via
a secure link generation
technology.

“We are offering a new
way of transferring value
with just a secure link. People or companies can now
share stories, photos and
experiences when sending
value. Every action of sharing is accompanied by an
emotional sentiment,” said
Vince Tallent, chief executive officer of fastacash.
“Current
behaviour
shows that people and
brands are posting pictures, videos, audio files,
check-ins and messages on
their social networks all the
time and typically from
their mobile devices,” a fastacash spokesman told BT.
“With fastacash, we
have addressed the intersection between mobile,
payments and social. We
have taken existing social
behaviour and added the
ability to send value along
with digital content
through social networks – a
one-of-a-kind solution in
the market,” the spokesman added.
Fastacash said it plans
to launch in Indonesia and
Russia within the year, and
had raised US$1.5 million
in 2012 during the seed
round led by FTF.

